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BREACH 

 

 Breach is a question of fact and must be determined by applying s 5B of the CLA  

 

CLA s 5B: General Principles  

(1) A person is not negligent in failing to take precautions against a risk of harm unless:  

(a) the risk was foreseeable (that is, it is a risk of which the person knew or ought to 

have known), and 

- Wyong Shire Council v Shirt  

(b) the risk was not insignificant, and  

- Wyong Shire Council: not insignificant = a risk ‘which is not far-fetched or 

fanciful’  

(c) in the circumstances, a reasonable person in the person’s position would have taken 

those precautions.  

- An objective test on BOP: Blyth v Birmingham Waterworks Co    

- For child, it is the reasonable child: McHale v Watson: 

- Same standard of care applies to people who are beginners/inexperienced: 

Imbree v McNeiley  P allowed D (learner driver) to drive 4WD on gravel road. 

P caused accident. Held that learner driver has same standard of care as any 

other driver.    

- A person with a disability owes same DOC as a person of sound mind: Carrier v 

Bonham  schizophrenic man held to owe DOC. There is no reduced standard 

by a person of unsound mind in the context of negligence.   

- NOTE: If it is about professional negligence, need to apply 5O/5P (below)    

(2) In determining whether a reasonable person would have taken precautions against a risk of 

harm, the court is to consider the following (amongst other relevant things):  

(a) the probability that the harm would occur if care were not taken,  

- Bolton v Stone: P struck by cricket ball. Held there was only a ‘very remote’ 

chance of the accident taking place. Court found that the probability of injury in 

this case was so slight as to be negligible, therefore D had not breached DOC 

because a reasonable person would disregard such a small risk  

(b) the likely seriousness of the harm,  

- Paris v Stepney Borough Council:  

o Seriousness of the harm was foreseeable 

o Given that P was more susceptible to injury (he was blind in one eye), D 

was liable.  

o The magnitude of the harm determines its seriousness.     

(c) the burden of taking precautions to avoid the risk of harm,  

- Graham Barclay Oysters v Ryan: in this case the burden of taking precautions 

was too high.  

o ‘Notwithstanding the significant magnitude of the risk of harm that 

eventuated in this case, the degree of probability of its occurrence 

cannot be said to justify the difficult, expensive and inconvenient 

alleviating action contended for by P’  

o i.e. magnitude of the risk was high, but the likelihood of the epidemic 

was low, therefore burden to take precautions was too high   

- Romeo v Northern Territory Coastal Commission: cost of fencing the cliff was 

too high a burden compared to low risk of harm  
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(d) the social utility of the activity that creates the risk of harm. 

- Social utility = how much benefit there is to society  

- Watt v Hertfordshire: the saving of limb or life justifies taking considerable risk 

(i.e. negligence is excusable in emergency/saving life)   

 

Professional negligence  

 If it is about a professional (doctor) not provided their service up to the standard of care, 

then talk about 5O  

 If it is a failure to warn case, 5O does not apply, use 5P and Rodgers v Whittaker  

 If general practice/service, no liability. If failure to warn, liability  

 

 

5O: Standard of care for professionals   

(1) A person practising a profession ("a professional") does not incur a liability in negligence 

arising from the provision of a professional service if it is established that the professional 

acted in a manner that (at the time the service was provided) was widely accepted in 

Australia by peer professional opinion as competent professional practice.  

(2) However, peer professional opinion cannot be relied on for the purposes of this section if 

the court considers that the opinion is irrational.  

(3) The fact that there are differing peer professional opinions widely accepted in Australia 

concerning a matter does not prevent any one or more (or all) of those opinions being relied 

on for the purposes of this section.  

(4) Peer professional opinion does not have to be universally accepted to be considered widely 

accepted. 

 

i.e. If they are acting in a way that is widely accepted by their peers, they won’t be liable  

 

5P: Division does not apply to duty to warn of risk  

This Division does not apply to liability arising in connection with the giving of (or the failure 

to give) a warning, advice or other information in respect of the risk of death of or injury to a 

person associated with the provision by a professional of a professional service. 

 Rodgers v Whittaker  P blind in one eye for 40 years. Agreed to operation on other 

eye to improve her vision. Dr failed to warn her of 1 in 14 000 chance of losing sight 

in her good eye. Following surgery, she was blind in both eyes.   

i. Dr has a duty to warn of a material risk, if the reasonable person in the 

patient’s position would be likely to attach significance to it.  

ii. STATE THIS: similarly to Rodgers v Whittaker, Dr failed to warn the patient 

of the risk (insert risk), thus according to the court’s decision, D’s failure to 

warn P of the risks, constitutes a breach of duty.  

Test:   

- The law imposes on a medical practitioner a duty to exercise reasonable 

care and skill in the provision of professional advice and treatment  

- The standard of reasonable care and skill required is that of an ordinary 

skilled person exercising and professing to have that special skill  

 

 

 


